Sundernagar witnessed a first ever power-packed NLP mini week in Himachal Pradesh. NLP workshops were organised under Project 'LEAD' jointly by Centre for Sustainable Development and Nova Bangalore. Prof. Leo Lobo from Bangalore & Dr. Amit Goswamy from Delhi kept the audience mesmerized with their wit, humor & understanding of human behavior. Participants were left wondering about Positive Power, Enthusiasm & Energy the trainers possessed. It was perhaps the BIGGEST NLP EVENT in Himachal Pradesh. It started with students of GHS Maloh on November 26, 2011. It was a memorable day in the life of students. It was for the first time ever that a NLP workshop was organised for a rural school. They learnt a complex NLP skill called MODELING. They danced, they sang, they shouted & ……..they LEARNT. They learnt basics of learning. They learnt basics of English. They started by interaction & modeling. In a two hour session the students learnt 50 new words, a song and dance step. Kids were expecting a tough session in a tough language. It turned out to be a fun filled session of their life. When they were asked to ask questions, they had only one question "When will you come next"? The transformation in confidence & energy was amazing. The evening was for anxious parents who wanted to have a better understanding of their children, 'The Workshop on Parenting'. They wanted to know the secret they did not know. Session started at 4 PM in the comforts of Hotel Chinar. Parents had questions, they wanted to bring the genius out of their child. They wanted to learn their unique needs, demands, mood changes & rebellious behavior at times. The workshop started with various stages of development of personality of a child beginning with the conception in womb to first five years & onwards and finally into teens and adulthood. Prof. Lobo and Dr. Goswamy led them through various experiential exercises to give them an understanding of child's mind and behavior. Well, they got more than the information they needed. They experienced it…they laughed, played, related, understood & …….LEARNT! Time exceeded it’s limits first and then question-answer lasted longer than expected. Prof. Leo Lobo and Dr. Amit Goswamy interacted with the parents over hot tea & snacks. The workshop gave directions to the mind, body & behavior of anxious parents. November 27 was unlike sleepy Sundays for Sundernagar and Hotel Chinar was buzzing with lots of activity. It was NLP for parenting.
Workshop for Professionals. One day long workshop dedicated to teach then visualization, goal setting, anchoring beliefs and how to remain in a state of excellence all the time for maximum performance in their respective fields. They felt amazed. The changes experienced by them were quick & lasting. It had engineers, bankers, lawyers, consultants, doctors, students, sales people, managers & Teachers. A Unique blend of people from all backgrounds. They learnt to synchronise their Mind, Body & Energies in a real & powerful way. Whole day long, they kept interacting, participating, laughing, asking. They promised to take those positive learnings to others.

On November 28 MLSM College witnessed first of its kind ever ‘NLP Workshop for Teachers’. The last workshop taught the teachers how to bring the maximum out of students and how to understand the various subconscious processes undergoing in the classroom. Teddy’s story brought out tears in their eyes. It taught them the power & responsibility of being a teacher & also enjoy & have fun! The hesitant student soon turned into confident beings asking questions, challenging assumptions, putting feedback in. For many of students, on their own words, this was the Best & Most Powerful Day of Their Lives! It ended with a dance they all will remember for long time.